Placement Testing: Multiple Measures

To accelerate the remediation process, CCC has Multiple Measures (options) to achieve college level:

**READING***:

1) Retest via the Nelson-Denny Exam - Score of 12.5+
2) Achieve “PHS” (Post high-school) on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading exam (BHS only)
3) Achieve 540+ on OLD SAT Reading and 480+ on NEW SAT Evidence-Based Reading & Writing
4) Achieve 4 or 5 on PARCC Grade 11 English Language Arts & Literacy
5) Reading Brush-up class ($40) which is 6 hours and includes a retest

**ENGLISH***:

1) Achieve 11.5+ on the “HSPA Writing” (expository & persuasive essays), or
2) Achieve 540+ on OLD SAT Reading and 480+ on NEW SAT Evidence-Based Reading & Writing
3) Achieve 4 or 5 on PARCC Grade 11 English Language Arts & Literacy - places into EN101
4) English Brush-up class ($40) which is 6 hours and includes a retest

*Please note: May 2013, college level English placement is determined by a combination of English and Reading

**MATH**:

1) Achieve 530+ on OLD or NEW SAT Math - places at college level math, including MA110
2) Achieve 4 or 5 on PARCC Algebra II - places into college level math, including MA110

If students achieve 63 - 75 on the Accuplacer **Elem Algebra**, they have these options:

1) If they took Pre-calculus in high school, they may bring HS transcript to the Testing & Tutoring Center to be placed into college level math, MA10X
2) If they did not take Pre-calculus in high school, they may challenge pre-college algebra by retesting via the Developmental Algebra Exit Exam
3) Algebra Brush-up class ($40) which is 6 hours and includes a retest

If students achieve 20 - 62 on the Accuplacer **Elem Algebra**, they may:

1) Challenge basic math via the Accuplacer **Arithmetic** test - achieve 72+ to be placed into MA094 (do not have to take MA091)
2) Arithmetic Brush-up class ($40) which is 6 hours and includes a retest

**ESL Placement** will be determined via Accuplacer – ESL scores plus an interview.

*Test Prep @  www.cccnj.edu  click Admissions, Placement Tests, Accuplacer, Test Prep Questions?  Contact Melissa Wright  @  856.691.8600  ext. 1326
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